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In the Name of God, the Beneficent the Merciful 

Martyrdom Anniversary of Lady Fatemeh-PBUH (Fatemiyeh Program)-Level 2-1st Year 

Topic Overview: Becoming Familiar with Saghifeh (Usurper Regime) and the History of the Martyrdom of Lady Fatemeh (Peace Be Upon Her), The Adverse 
Effects of Breaking One's Promise with God and the Messenger of God, Lessons from Lady Fatemeh al- Zahra (PBUH) 

 

Number Program Schedule Duration (Minutes) 
1 Warm-up/Craft: The Door of the House of Lady Fatemeh al-Zahra [PBUH] 25 
2 Beginning: Ayah 144 of Surah al-Imran 20 
3 Life Lesson: Getting Ready for Bed 10 
4 Animation: The Defender of the Imam 5 
5 Play: Breaking the Promise of Ghadir 15 
6 Story: Keeping a Promise 10 
7 Poem 15 
8 Clip: Mother Zahra I Will Miss You! 5 
9 Prezi: The History of the Martyrdom of Lady Fatemeh al-Zahra [PBUH] 25 
10 Take-Home Activity: Practice to Keep One’s Promise - 
11 End/Conclusion and Dua’ al-Faraj 15 
- The Entire Program 125-175 
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Context 
 
  

Duration Objective(S) Procedures-Supplies Needed 

1 Warm up/ Craft 
 
Instructions for the craft of the “door of the house of Lady Fatemeh 
al-Zahra [PBUH]” is provided at the end of this table.   

25 
Minutes 

1.Since children arrive at 
different times, it is 
suggested that before the 
start of the official program, 
any sort of craft that is 
associated with the occasion 
is planned for those kids who 
come earlier to the program. 
2.Fortifying kids artistic and 
practical abilities. 
3.Reminding them of the 
tragic event of the 
martyrdom of Lady Fatemeh 
al- Zahra (Peace be upon her) 

1.Stix Wooden Craft/Ice Cream 
Sticks 
2.Construction paper (Light 
brown, green, pink, red, yellow, 
orange, and blue) 
3.A thick black poster board 
4.Yarn 
5.Wood 
6.Glue (Used with the help of the 
mentors to make the craft) 
7.double sides adhesives/tapes 

2 Beginning:  
 
Salaam everyone? How is everyone doing? Are you all doing well? 
Are you all full of energy so you can enjoy today’s program and learn 
new and good things?  
 
 Now for us all to be more energetic and for God to also help us learn 
good things, before anything let’s all say Bismiallah [In the Name of 
God], and remember God. It would be great that before anyone wants 
to speak to us, and teach us something, we allow our dear God to 

20 
Minutes 

1.Seeking means to the Holy 
Qur'an to illuminate our 
hearts that is means to 
salvation. 
  
2.Becoming familiar with 
Surah Ali’imran, especially 
verse 144 and introducing 
them to the hypocrites and 

1.It is crucial that we teach our 
children the etiquettes of reciting 
the Holy Quran. Having a respect 
for this sacred book, avoid from 
talking and paying full attention 
while the verses are being recited. 
If possible, kids should face 
towards the Qibla and if possible 
make them recite along with the 
person who is reciting the verses. 
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speak with us. As you all know: The Holy Quran is the word of God 
with us, so let’s all together read one of the ayah’s of the Holy Quran 
and learn its meaning and brighten our hearts with the light of the 
Quran. This ayah that we are going to recite, is from surah Al-Imran. 
Surah Al-Imran is the 2nd longest surah which has 200 ayah’s. This 
ayah that we are going to recite together, is ayah 144 of this surah.  
 

  بسم اهللا الرحمن الرحیم
 وَمَا مُحَمَّدٌ إِالَّ رَسُولٌ قَدْ خَلَتْ مِن قَبْلِهِ الرُّسُلُ أَفَإِن مَّاتَ أَوْ قُتِلَ انقَلَبْتُمْ عَلَى أَعْقَابِکُمْ

 ﴾144﴿ وَمَن یَنقَلِبْ عَلَىَ عَقِبَیْهِ فَلَن یَضُرَّ اللّهَ شَیْئًا وَسَیَجْزِي اللّهُ الشَّاکِِرینَ
And Mohammed (peace and blessings be upon him), is not the only 
Messenger and other messengers have passed on before him. So, if he 
was to die or be killed, would you turn back to your wrong beliefs and 
behavior?! And whoever turns back will never hurt God and God will 
reward the grateful.  
 
My dears what did you all understand from the meaning of the ayah? 
Who do you think this ayah was revealed for? As I read the meaning 
of the ayah, God in this ayah is speaking to those during the time of 
the Prophet who lived with him, believed in him and became 
Muslims. In fact, we understand from this ayah that at the time of the 
Prophet, people were divided into two groups: One group, who did 
not lose their faith after the Prophet’s death, remained faithful 
Muslims, and didn’t become the person that they were when they 
weren’t a Muslim. And there was another group of people who at the 
time of the Prophet apparently believed and became Muslims and 
followed the Prophet, but with his death they returned to their time of 
ignorance, and did not follow the successor that the Prophet 
introduced after himself. Dear God, says: that do not think going 

those who deviated from the 
path of the Prophet.   
3. The importance of 
knowing the meanings of the 
Quranic verses.  

Teaching them to seek God's help 
to better understand the meanings 
of the Quranic verses and even to 
learn how to perform wudu. 
(Creating a different and holy 
atmosphere while the Quran is 
being recited, causes these 
etiquettes to be instilled in 
children) 
2.If possible, present the verse to 
the kids so they may be able to 
recite from it.  
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backwards and becoming the person, you were in the past is going to 
be harmful to Me, no it’s not harmful for me, but rather it’s going to 
be harmful to you. and its God Who will reward those who are 
thankful for His blessings, and appreciate the blessings of the Prophet, 
and his successor who were sent for our guidance.  
 
Now it would be great for us to think more about this matter and be 
careful to not be like those people who after believing in God, and His 
Beloved Prophet, turned backwards. What made some people who 
once believed and tasted the sweetness of Islam and Islamic morals, to 
suddenly change direction after the death of the Prophet, and again 
like before, became selfish, and instead of looking for God’s pleasure, 
they again looked for their own desires? What happened that even 
though all people loved the Prophet, and knew that whatever he said is 
the truth, the devil [Shaitan] easily tricked many of them, and made 
them follow another path?  
 
In this program, we will try to find the answers to these questions and 
find the answers by looking at history and thinking more about this 
topic. Let’s see after the end of the program, who has understood the 
point of this program? Now please recite a loud salawat so together 
we can comfort the heart of the Imam of Our Time on the martyrdom 
anniversary of his beloved mother and ask him to pray for us to be the 
good servants of God and never be tricked by the devil [shaitan].  

3 Life Lesson: Getting Ready for Bed 
 
Lady Fatemeh al- Zahra (PBUH) said: When I had my bed flattened, 
the Messenger of God (PBUH & HP) came to me and said: “O 
‘Fatemeh, do not go to bed, unless you do four things: Recite the Holy 
Quran, allow the prophets to intercede [plead] on your behalf, make 

10 
Minutes 

1.Becoming familiar with the 
life of the Prophet in teaching 
religious matters.  
2. A reminder about the ease 
and simplicity of Islam.  
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the people of believers satisfy from you, and perform a Hajj and 
Umrah.” My father gave these orders and started praying. I was 
thinking about doing these four orders and went into a deep thought 
and waited until my father's prayers end, to ask for his help to do these 
four orders. When his prayers finished, I told him: “O' the Messenger 
of God, the four orders that you told me to do, I do not have the ability 
to do them in this short amount of time.” 
 
The Prophet [PBUH & HP] smiled and said:  
 
“If you recite Surah al-Tawhid three times, it is as if you have recited 
the whole Quran.; 
If you recite a salawat on my behalf and on the behalf of all the 
prophets before me, we will all be your intercessors (mediators) on 
the day of judgment; allowing the prophets to be our intercessors 
means to request from them to ask God on our behalf to help us more; 
because God has more respects for His Prophet’s, because surely, they 
are His best servants.  
 
And if you say: Subhanallah Walhamdulilah Wala ilaha illallah 
Wallahu Akbar [Glory be to Allah; All Praise be to Allah. There is no 
god except Allah and Allah is the Greatest], it is as if you have done 
Hajj and Umrah.” 
 
Alright now my dear kids, let's all promise to practice performing 
these orders. And by performing it, in less than five minutes we recite 
the whole Quran, allow the prophets to be our intercessors 
[mediators], make those who have strong faith happy from us, and 
perform hajj and Umrah.  

3. Becoming ready for bed 
by reciting few surah’s and 
supplications.  
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4 Animation: The Defender of the Imam 
 
https://youtu.be/wd41Zu3xdMY 
 

5 Minutes  1.Projectors and speakers are 
needed. A convenient room/ 
place to play the video clip.  

5 Play: Breaking the Promise of Ghadir 
 
At night, Zubair goes to the house of Talha. The scene is dark, and the 
sound of crickets chirping is heard in the background. 
 
Narrator: Talha and Zubair were the companions of the Messenger 
of God [Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Family]. During the 
Prophet’s [PBUH] time, they participated in many wars and fought in 
the name of Islam. They were also present alongside the Prophet 
during his last pilgrimage (Hajj), and witnessed all the Prophets 
actions and what he said to the people. When the Prophet’s caravan, 
stopped for three days besides the pond of Ghadir Khumm, and the 
Prophet of God appeared in presence of 120,000 people, and by God’s 
order introduced Imam Ali [Peace be Upon Him] as his successor and 
Imam to the people, Talha and Zubair were standing beside the 
Prophet, and pledged to Imam Ali (PBUH) as the Prophet’s successor.  
 
Now the Messenger of God has passed away, and people have 
forgotten the pledge they made to Imam Ali [Peace Be Upon Him] on 
the day of Ghadir.  
 
**Sound of a knock on a door ** 
Behind the door: I am coming, who are you at this time in night? 
Zubair Calmly says: It’s me Zubair, open the door. 
Talha: Who!! 
Zubair: It is me, Zubair, why won't you open the door? 

15 
Minutes 

1.The objective of this play is 
to emphasize the importance 
of keeping the promise that 
one makes to others 
especially to God.   
2. The format of this play is 
designed in a way that the 
kids are practically involved 
in the play and during the 
play question and answers 
will be provided. Hence, 
there will be a two-way 
relationship between the 
characters in the play and 
those who are watching the 
play. 
3.That is for children to 
understand about the adverse 
effects of not keeping one's 
promise, and that it can be 
detrimental to our own life. 
Children to be personally 
conscience and conclude that 
they will regret if they refuse 
to fulfil the promise they’d 
made.  

1.Characters: two men with the 
names of Talha and Zubair who 
were the companions of the 
Messenger of God, however after 
the martyrdom of the Holy 
Prophet they deviated from the 
right path.  

https://youtu.be/wd41Zu3xdMY
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Talha opens the door: Salaam Zubair! How are you? What are doing 
here at this time in night? 
Zubair: Why wouldn’t you open the door? Talk quietly. I do not want 
anyone to hear us.  
Talha: I wanted to make sure who was behind the door (looks around 
to make sure no one is around) 
Zubair: Did Fatemeh the daughter of Prophet come to your door last 
night? 
Talha(Surprised): Yes! How do you know? 
Zubair: She came to my door too; she couldn't stand straight up as if 
she was in a pain. Ali, Hussein and Hassan were besides her. She told 
me "O' Zubair! Did you forget the pledge you made to Ali during 
Ghadir? Didn't you on the day of Ghadir put your hands in the hands 
of Ali, and told him from now on you are the master of every men and 
women?" 
 
Talha: What did you say? 
Zubair: I had my head down in shame and didn’t know what to say! 
She was right. I said: O' the daughter of Messenger of God, it is 
something that has already happened, and nothing else can be done 
anymore. She told me: Would you like to support us? I said: Yes. She 
said: Come to us with your sword tomorrow morning. 
Talha: You didn’t go, did you? 
Zubair: No, I was too scared and did not go.  
Talha: The daughter of Prophet along with Ali, Hassan and Hussein 
came to my house as well. And told me the same thing that she told 
you. I told Fatemeh: O' Fatemeh it is too late now, you should have 
come sooner than this.  
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Zubair: What have you said!!! She did not come late! We were the 
ones who broke our pledge to Ali and broke the promise we made to 
the Messenger of God. What you've said was not right!!!! 
Talha: I know!! But what could have I done?! You know better that 
the government is now in hands of other people, and if we want to do 
something, we can't. Now the situation is dangerous, and our lives are 
at risk.  
Zubair: But what happens to the pledge we made?? What do we have 
to say to God and its Messenger on the Day of Judgment. What about 
the Hell fire?  
Talha: Shakes his head in disappointment and doesn't say anything.  
Talha: Now what will you do? 
Zubair: I don't know! I've heard that Salman, Meghdad, Abouzar and 
one or two other people were present at the house of Zahra. However, 
Ali wants 40 people, and he is still looking for more faithful people. 
Talha: I will see what happens, if Ali gets to rule, we will also 
support him. 
Zubair: This is where I curse myself, but I am still not prepared to 
show my support and allegiance and help Ali.   
*** The sound of footsteps comes from the street. Zubair and 
Talha lower their voices because they were anxious.  
Talha: The current situation is not safe, and in anytime the agents of 
the caliph may snitch on us. So quickly, return to your house! 
Zubair: Alright, have you decided what you will do? 
Talha: Yes, I have! 
Zubair: I don’t know what to say if Ali comes to my house again? 
What we are doing is betraying our Imam. What we are doing may 
change the fate of history, and change the right path that the 
Messenger of God showed everyone. I am frustrated! I wish I could 
die and not be placed in this hard situation. I am going... 
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*Zubair says his goodbyes in sadness... 
 

6 Story: Keeping One's Promise 
 
This morning during recess time, I was busy talking with my friend 
Leila and I was telling her everything; from yesterday's party to the 
program I saw on TV. Even telling her about the park I went with my 
mom on Friday, and how I ate a very delicious chocolate ice-cream. 
Leila was also telling me about the picnic she went on the weekend. 
Suddenly, our whole conversation changed, and we started talking 
about one of our friends who happened to be absent on that day, I 
mean my friend Noora. Noora is new to our school, and she came this 
year. Me and Leila were friends since last year and we were closer to 
each other. But Noora is a nice girl too, and we were becoming closer 
with her as well. Even though sometimes I did not feel good about 
Noora becoming very close with my friend Leila. I don’t know, but I 
felt as if she was going to replace me and become very good friends 
with Leila. I never felt good about this feeling, that is why I tried think 
less about it, so all three of us could be good friends. I promised 
myself to distance myself from this feeling.  
 
While, Leila and I were talking with each other, Leila said: “It doesn’t 
feel the same without Noora, right?” I thought to myself, and said: 
Yes, you are right. It sure didn’t feel the same without her, and I 
missed her. But I don't know why that bad feeling came again. It was 
as if the devil came to me and I was tempted to break the promise I 
made. And this feeling of jealousy was not a good feeling. As Leila 
began saying that if Noora was here we would do this and that, I was 
thinking to myself, that I have heard a lot about how much God 

10 
Minutes 

1.Becoming familiar with 
verses 60 and 61 of Surah 
Al-Yasin 
2.The importance of making 
a promise and keeping that 
promise. 
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doesn’t like jealousy, and I remembered that I once heard that 
jealousy is the root to all sins. I could totally understand this now, 
because I could see how much I was tempted to talk behind Noora's 
back and even wrongly accuse her of something, with this thought that 
this might make me dear in Leila’s eye.  
 
Finally, thank God that our conversation changed, and I could breathe 
easily because I did not lose in this fight and did not break the promise 
I made. Suddenly Leila asked, why am I not paying any attention and 
what am I thinking about. I felt anxious and didn’t know what to say. 
It's really bad if I told her that what I was thinking about and I didn’t 
like to lie about it either. I said to Leila nothing I was just thinking 
about how important it is that one keeps the promise they make.  
 
Leila said, what how does this relate to what we were talking about? 
But you are right, it's very important. You know why? I asked 
curiously why? Leila said: it's funny, yesterday in our house, we were 
talking about the same thing and I was about to tell you about it. I was 
very surprised that you said the same thing. And then we laughed 
together. How funny!!! Now tell me what were you guys talking 
about? What were you going to tell me? Leila said: Did you remember 
that we promised to tell each other to tell one another about anything 
new we learn about the Quran. I said: Yeah, I remember that, I totally 
forgot about it. What a great promise we made, and we forgot about it. 
How bad.., that’s good that you at least remembered it. Now tell me!  
 
Leila said: Nothing, yesterday we were discussing about making a 
promise to God, that my mom showed me two ayah’s from surah al-
Yasin, that was very interesting to me. And I thought to myself I 
would tell you about it as well. Wow, now tell me !!!!Leila told me 
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that in that ayah God promised everyone that your worst enemy is the 
devil, and that is why we should always be cautious, so we don’t 
listen to what he has to say. Meaning to be careful to not be tricked by 
him. And if we do get tricked by him, it is as if we are worshipping 
the devil instead of God. And only worshiping God is the right path!! 
 
When Leila finished talking, I got goose bumps and it felt as if they 
poured a cup of cold water on me. It was only minutes ago that I did 
not allow the devil to trick me to be jealous; and instead I listened to 
the words of God, did not break my promise and I was able to choose 
the right path.  
 
I was soo happy that you could see it in my eyes and Leila could see 
that happiness in my eyes too. She suddenly asked me: hmmm what 
happened you suddenly got very happy?? I think something has 
happened and you didn’t get tricked by the devil. Am I right? I was 
still confused, but at the same time I said happily: YESSSSSS, you are 
right! I can't believe it myself that while I was choosing between 
which way to go, you recited that ayah. This shows that if we promise 
something to God to please him and not listen to the devil, God 
always looks after us. This ayah that you recited for me was like a gift 
to me because I was not tricked by the devil and did not follow him. 
Rather I chose the right path, the path that follows the words of God.  
 
After that I hugged Leila so tight that she yelled. Also, today's event 
helped the feeling that I had towards Noora to go away. And now that 
two years has passed since that event, we are the best friends on this 
earth. We three, Leila, Noora and I.   
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7 Poem: 
Either a mentor recites the poems or allow kids to write or find a poem 
and recite it to everyone else. 
 
 
The Lady of Light 
Oh Fatima (SA) 
The lady of light 
Daughter of our Prophet (SAW) 
The soul that is whiter than white 
On the highest of the heavens 
You are praised by all the lands 
Mother of Hassan and Hussain (AS) 
Beauty of Islam 
Zahra (SA) your light is shining 
Brighter than the sun 
Oh, the flower of heavens 
You are the only one 
The apple of Muhammad’s (SAW) eyes 
The wife of Ali (AS) 
The role model for all women 
Surely your martyrdom was a tragedy. 
The First Defender of Islam 
 
O’ Zahra [x4] 
 
The daughter of Rasuallah 
An example of dignity and strength 
How can we not shed a tear for you? 
When we see the pain that you went through 

15 
Minutes 

1.Becoming familiar with the 
culture of reciting religious 
poems.  
2.Fortifying their 
understanding of poems.  
3.Fortifying their skills of 
reciting poems in front of an 
audience.  

1.It’s important that before the 
start of the program the person 
who will recite the poem, 
practices enough so that they are 
confident in presenting it, and 
they know the meaning of every 
line of the poem. They should 
also recite it with an appropriate 
tone. 
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From a young age you have faced tyranny 
Suffered sorrow as your father left you 
Felt great pain as you defended your husband’s rights 
Yet you stayed strong we wish to be like you 
 
You are the mother of all the Imams 
The best lady that has ever lived on this earth 
The leader of the women of the worlds 
And yet your rights were denied 
 
Your wings were broken behind the door 
Your heart broke as they broke the door 
Those evil people fired your house 
But you stayed strong to defend Ali’s rights 
 
 
O’ Zahra [x4] 
 
The daughter of Rasuallah 
An example of dignity and strength 
How can we not shed a tear for you? 
When we see the pain that you went through 
 

8 Clip: Mother Zahra I Will Miss You! 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faXihpZ1NMk  
 

~5 
minutes 

1. Create an atmosphere of 
grief during the program 
appropriate for the occasion 
of the martyrdom 
2. Create an atmosphere of 
recourse to the lady of light-

1.Projector and speakers 
2. Internet connection 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faXihpZ1NMk%20
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Lady Fatemeh al-Zahra 
[PBUH]. 
3. familiarize the participant 
with the culture of eulogy for 
the Ahlul-Bayt [PBUT] 

9 Prezi: The History of the Martyrdom of Lady Fatemeh [PBUH] 
 
Link: https://prezi.com/uuvekwfgefoe/the-mother-of-all-good/ 
 
Image 2: Our Prophet, who was the greatest creation of God and had 
every good character; for 23 years he tried and worked hard to show 
the people of his time the right way to live their lives.  
 
Image 3: The people during the lifetime of the Prophet did not have 
good morals, and people’s ignorance was great. Therefore, the 
Prophet had a very, and very difficult mission. Just think about it, for 
those people being kind, loving and helping one another was not 
important and didn’t matter at all. They fought with each other over 
silly things; for example, if a person insulted another, they could have 
possibly been killed just for insulting another person! Those people 
didn’t even care about what they ate, and if whether their food was 
clean. They were even willing to drink unclean water instead of clean 
water or even eat the meat of dead animals. 
 
Image 4: The Prophet, with his good character showed others how 
beautiful and loving Islam is, and how Islam shows everyone the 
correct way to live life with kindness, honor, and good health. And 
how a person can be beneficial to the community; and just like this 
slowly he was able to change the culture of the people. The Prophet 
taught them how live their life like a human, what sort of things are 

25 
Minutes 

1. A brief acquaintance with 
the torturous and hurtful 
history of the Prophet’s life.  
2. Becoming familiar with 
the matter that some of the 
companions of the Prophet 
were actually his enemies.  
3. A brief acquaintance with 
the story of the martyrdom of 
lady Fatemeh al-Zahra 
[PBUH]. 
4. Prayer for the early 
reappearance of the Imam of 
Our Time and so he can 
revenge against the injustices 
that happened to our 
oppressed mother, and 
establish justice and fairness 
across the universe.  

1.Projector and projector screen 
2. Internet connection 

https://prezi.com/uuvekwfgefoe/the-mother-of-all-good/
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good, and what are some good jobs to have, good ways to help others, 
in what ways and how to spend money to be more successful, and 
even taught them many ways to maintain personal hygiene. The 
Prophet taught Muslims that it’s better to love each other like brothers 
and sisters, be sympathetic to others, help others, and be thoughtful of 
others.  
 
Image 5: Although the Prophet was the symbol of goodness, he still 
had many enemies. In the Holy Quran, God describes to us a portion 
of all the hardships and sufferings the Prophet had to tolerate during 
this difficult path. There were many enemies of the Prophet, who 
mocked him, threatened him, or went to war against him and the 
Muslims. And even unfortunately, there were many Muslims who 
disrespected him and harassed him and even plotted evil plans against 
our Prophet! Yes, even some “Muslims!” That is, in fact this group of 
Muslims, were either ignorant or just seemingly Muslims and, did not 
believe in the Prophet and God with their heart.  
 
Image 6: Dear God who likes his servants to learn the right way in 
life, during different times of Prophet’s life, had revealed to him that: 
“O Prophet, for all your hard work to be successful after your death, 
you must have a successor to continue your path, and light up the 
guiding light for those who like to see the right path.”   
 
Image 7: So, the Prophet by the order of God, during different 
moments of his life, introduced his cousin, who was also his son in 
law, Imam Ali, the husband of lady Fatemeh al-Zahra as his 
successor. And this made some Muslims unhappy who were thirsty 
for power and status. For example, during the Eid of Ghadir, when the 
Prophet in front of all the Muslims that were present that day, by the 
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order of God introduced Imam Ali as his next successor, those people 
that were not good Muslims, and were seemingly Muslims, but their 
hearts were full of evil and badness, plotted together to not allow 
Imam Ali to become the successor after the Prophet.  
 
Image 8: They liked to become the leader and the ruler of the 
Muslims after the Prophet. They liked to have lots of power and 
money, therefore they plotted to introduce someone else as the 
successor of the Prophet, when he dies; so, they could accomplish 
their plans and reach their goals.  
 
Image 9: My dears! The fact that some people look after power and 
money and they do everything to get what they want, such as by 
misleading people, or even harassing them, has always been part of 
history and it has happened. In all countries, from the United States, to 
Europe and Asia, all these wars and bad events have happened and are 
still happening till this date. Well, it’s obvious that during the 
Prophet’s lifetime such bad events also existed, and the devil tricked 
people.  
 
Image 10: My dears, it was obvious that after the Prophet, Imam Ali 
was the best human being on the earth, he had great morals, was brave 
and kind, but along with these great qualities, Imam Ali was the son in 
law of the Prophet, meaning the husband of Lady Fatemeh al-Zahra 
[Peace be Upon Her]. I am sure all of us expected that after the death 
of the Prophet, people would have respected his beloved daughter, 
who everyone knew that she was the best and not only would comfort 
her, but also not ignore the words of the Prophet, and accepted her 
husband as their leader whom the Prophet repeatedly introduced to the 
people as his successor chosen by God. Unfortunately, however not 
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only did this not happen, but when those people saw that Imam Ali is 
not willing to cooperate with them and is refusing to accept the leader 
that they had chosen, they came and took the Imam forcefully, to 
make him pledge to the leader that they had chosen to rule. Meaning 
to force him to accept their leader, and this way they would also make 
those who by the order of the Prophet were following Imam Ali, 
would also be forced to accept their leader. That day was one of the 
darkest and saddest days on earth!  
 
Image 11: Those evil people headed to the house of Imam Ali and 
lady Fatemeh al-Zahra, which was near the mosque [masjid] and the 
house of the Prophet and forced Imam Ali to pledge his loyalty. 
However, Imam did not pledge his loyalty to them, and closed the 
door on them. However, they decided to somehow force Imam Ali to 
pledge. Therefore, they threatened Imam Ali to set his house on fire 
and enter his house. However, the Imam again refused to pledge, 
because this was the will of the Prophet which he had to follow. Those 
evil people brought woods and placed it behind the door. The door 
was also made of wood. They lit the fire and the door started to burn.  
 
Image 12: Lady Fatemeh was behind the door and wanted to defend 
her husband and prevent that bad event to happen. However, by force 
they kicked the door open, and at that moment one of the worst events 
of history happened, and the best women in the world, was severely 
injured behind the door, and her heart broke from all those people 
whom that Prophet showed so much love and kindness. Those evil 
people, entered the house by force, and took Imam Ali by force to the 
nearby mosque. Even imagining, what the children of Imam Ali, 
meaning Imam Hassan, Imam Hussain and lady Zeinab saw at that 
moment, and how they felt is very difficult for us and makes us upset, 
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and we will never forget the tragedies that happened to our beloved 
mother, lady Fatemeh al-Zahra [PBUH].  
 
Image 13:  Lady Fatemeh was the kindest and the best women on 
earth, she always prayed first for her neighbors and then herself. One 
who loved other people so much, was kind to everyone, had a kind 
father, whom people owed him greatly and led people to the right 
path, but instead of people showing their appreciation, or at least 
defend her rights, they left her alone.  
 
Image 14: By leaving her alone and not defending her rights made 
that great oppression to take place. And due to all the wounds and the 
blood she lost from her body in the days after, she slowly became 
weaker, until three months after that incident she passed away and 
was martyred.  
 
Image 15: For other people and those who would be born later, to 
easily understand the truth, she requested Imam Ali to bury her 
secretly at night, so no one would know the location of her grave; so 
that everyone thinks about how is it that even the grave of the beloved 
daughter of the Prophet is hidden and where is it located, so certainly 
something happened that her grave is hidden. Then people will search 
and read history and understand that some people were not loyal to the 
Prophet, his daughter and son in law, and mistreated her which lead to 
her martyrdom. And then, they did not accept Imam Ali [PBUH] as 
their leader and their first Imam, and most importantly did not act on 
the dear God’s demand and request.  
 
Image 16: Today, the person who knows the location of the grave of 
lady Fatemeh al-Zahra, is her child the Imam of Our Time [Peace Be 
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Upon Him]. He often visits the grave of his mother, and besides the 
grave of his oppressed mother he asks God: “O’ God! Make my return 
sooner, so I can take revenge against the injustices that happened to 
my mother, and my father-Imam Ali and the rest of my fathers, whom 
were all killed by evil people and rulers. And I can also eliminate 
oppression and evil from earth and show the people of the world that 
when a God’s successor rules the earth, the earth and its people will 
live in peace and tranquility without any war and cruelty, and there 
will be peace, friendship and kindness among people.  
 
Image 17: O’ God! Just like our beloved Imam, we also pray for the 
early return of our Imam, and we ask You to allow us to be among the 
followers of the Imam of Our Time so during his return, along with 
him we can go and fight against evil and cruel people and fill the heart 
of his beloved mother full of happiness. Amen!  

 Take-Home Activity: Practice to Keep One’s Promise 
 
Prepare a peice of ribbon and like a bracelet tie it around the kids 
wrist and tell them that this is a sign for them to fullfill and keep their 
promises. If their parents allows them, tell them to keep it on their 
wrist for a week so they do not forget to fullfill and keep the promises 
they make during that week. Explain to them a few practical examples 
such as : if they tell their mother they are going to study or they are 
going to watch tv for a certain amount of time or if they are going to 
take on a responsibilty or if they promise something to their friend or 
their coach. They can also keep the bracelet on after a week, but in 
general this exercise is to instill in kids this good moral. Ask the 
participants to tell their parents about the bracelet, the story and the 
play that was shown to them during the program.  

------------ 1. Maximizing kids’ ability 
in learning and memorization 
by doing related work at 
home 

1. Preparing enough ribbons 
per number of 
participants.  
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10 End/Conclusion and Reciting Dua al-Faraj 
 
Alright everyone, I hope that you are all not too tired! I hope that you 
all feel good about the new things you've learned today about the 
Ahlul-Bayt (The Prophet’s Family) and the events that happened to 
them and that by learning and understanding about these events, it has 
helped you to feel sad about it, so we could comfort the Imam of our 
Time in these tragic days. Just by learning so many new things and 
feeling that connection with Lady Fatemeh al-Zahra (PBUH) is 
enough to comfort the heart of the Imam of Our Time. 

 
In my opinion, right now we can make a promise with dear God, to do 
the many good things that God likes, that we normally forget to do. 
And promise him to not do the bad things we normally do. This will 
be a strong promise, a promise that we will never break and not allow 
the devil to make us weak. We never ever want to be like those people 
who once promised to the Prophet that they will be kind to his Ahlul-
Bayt [Prophet’s Family] to know Imam Ali as the next leader, but 
they broke their promises. By breaking their promises, they did not 
follow what God told them, broke their promises with God, and 
instead listened to the devil and went in the wrong direction.  

 
It is good that when we go home, and there happens to be a time when 
we are alone, like during the time we are praying, to talk our hearts 
out with the Imam of our Time. We should say to our Imam that " we 
know after the martyrdom of your dear grandfather, Prophet (PBUH 
& HP), what happened to your mother and father meaning lady 
Fatemeh al-Zahra and Imam Ali (PBUT), and how much they were 
hurt. We should say that "we too are sad about these bad events and 
that we will always distance ourselves from those people who called 

15 
Minutes 

1.Concluding and reiterating 
the overall concept and 
message of this gathering. 
2.Emphasizing the fact that 
Imam Mahdi (AJ) is the son 
of lady Fatemeh al-Zahra 
(PBUH). By performing 
good deeds and praying for 
him, he may reappear sooner, 
and he will come and fill the 
world with justice and 
tranquility just like his 
mother.  
3.Heartfelt bond with the 
Imam of our Time- Imam 
Mahdi (may God hasten his 
return) and the importance of 
praying for his reappearance.  

1.It is important that this part of 
the program to be done in a quiet 
and calm environment, while 
paying utmost attention to the 
prayers.  
2.Starting the Dua after 
reminding the kids about the 
importance of praying for the 
reappearance of Imam of our 
Time- Imam Mahdi (May God 
Hasten His Return) 
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themselves the friends of the Prophet, but in reality, they were his 
enemies. And we will always try to truly show our love to our Imams 
and love them and listen to them because of God.  

• Recitation of Dua al-Faraj while facing towards the Qibla and 
standing up out of respect and love for His Eminence.  

 http://film.tebyan.net/film/151746 
 
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0cXoTGnP1jk26 
 

Translation of the Dua: 
{In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful 

O’ God, send your blessing upon Muhammad and the Household 
of Muhammad 

O’ God, at this moment and every moment 
Be a guardian, a protector, a leader, a helper 

a proof, and an eye for Your representative &; proof, Mahdi son of 
Al-Hassan, 

Your blessings be upon him and his ancestors 
guard him as long as he lives on this earth as a ruler 

benefit him and bless him with everything You and this earth has to 
offer} 

 

 

 

 

 

http://film.tebyan.net/film/151746
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0cXoTGnP1jk26
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Instructions for the craft 

Materials needed:  

1. Stix Wooden Craft/Ice Cream Sticks 

2. Construction Paper (Brown, green, pink, red, yellow, orange, and blue) 

3. Thick black cardboard/poster board 

4. Yarn 

5. Thin woods from tree branches 

6. Glue (with the help of the mentor to make the craft) 

7. Double sided glue/adhesive 
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Place the wooden sticks in two groups of 5 with about 1 mm apart of each 
other.  
 

 

Cut two wooden sticks in half.  
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Glue the sticks according to the image. It is only necessary to glue the sticks 
that were cut in half on top of the others sticks that were placed in a row.  
 

 

Draw the fire flames according to the image in two groups, with four 
different flame sizes.  
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Glue the flames according to their size.  
 

 

Print the pictures of the angels. Place each angel on a cardboard, and trace 
around it with a pencil. cut out the respected cardboard. Cut out the legs of 
the angels in paper and throw them out. Glue the paper angels on the 
respected cardboard.  
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Use a bit of fabric or other decorative objects for decorating the clothes of the 
angels. Glue a bit of fabric onto each angel’s dress.  
 

 

Using a yarn, knit a chain and glue it around the head of the angels in the 
desired location. Trace a few drops of water and tears on a cardboard and cut 
them out and place the tears on the face of the angels. Glue the water droplets 
on the cup in the angel’s hands. (The complete image of the angels is located 
at the end of this document.) 
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Print the picture of the butterflies given in this document on a construction 
paper. For more reinforcement, glued it on a cardboard and cut the 
butterflies. Decorate the butterflies with whatever material that is available.  
 

 

Later glue the body of the butterfly to its wings. 
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Burn around a bit of its wing using a candle or a match.  
 

 

Print out the palm trees on a construction paper.  
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Print out the sad face on a yellow construction paper. On another 
construction paper draw out a sun as seen in the image. And glue the sad face 
on it.  
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Behind all the component of this craft stick a double-sided tape. 
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 Allow all kids to have, all the components of this craft along with black 
poster board in dimensions of 31*36 cm. The kids can easily stick all the 
components on the black poster board in accordance with the prepared 
sample.  
 

 

The final product 
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